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Due Diligence The Critical Stage In Mergers And
Acquisitions
How can you be sure you are buying the company you think you are? Are you sure it is
as good as the seller says? How can you be certain unexpected costs and obligations
will not suddenly appear once you are the owner and responsible for them? How best
can you arm yourself for the negotiations? Have you worked out precisely what you are
going to do with it once it is yours? How do you set the priorities for change to recoup
the premium you have paid for it? The answer to all these questions, and many more,
lies with effective due diligence. Due diligence is one of the most important but least
well understood aspects of the acquisition process. It is not, as many believe, a chore
to be left to the accountants and lawyers. To get the best from it, due diligence has to
be properly planned and professionally managed. This book is a comprehensive
manual on getting due diligence right. It is a uniquely comprehensive guide, covering all
aspects of the process from financial, legal and commercial due diligence right through
to environmental and intellectual property due diligence. There are also useful chapters
on working with advisers and managing due diligence projects. It also includes a
number of checklists to help ensure that the right questions are asked.
This nuts-and-bolts guide examines all aspects of an M&A due diligence--from coming
to the decision to acquire a company, to who should be on the due diligence team, to
the actual process and the final report and post-closing follow up. It advocates a focus
on both risk mitigation and shareholder value creation, and emphasizes a holistic
approach that spans from planning to post-acquisition integration. The tentative
contents is: (1) Introduction; (2) Planning for value creation: growth strategy; (3)
Engagement and pursuit; (4) Preparing for due diligence; (5) Validation of value:
performing due diligence; (6) Assessment of due diligence results; (7) Optimizing value:
post diligence negotiation; (8) Extracting value: post-transaction integration.
This book is a guide to the expected consolidation of electronic commerce businesses,
as the Internet matures and real players begin to emerge from the pack. Many internet
firms sold intention was to establish a niche in the market in order to be acquired.
Real Life By: Jamil Soucar Have you ever experienced discrepancies between the
concepts you read in textbooks and their real-life application? In order to successfully
enter the field of construction management, one must incorporate both theoretical
concepts and practical experiences. This book does just that. The book combines
theoretical principles with real-life insight, offering a practical guide of best practices to
be a successful construction manager. This book is a complete manual taking you
through all phases of a project, from its inception, to design, to completion of
construction. It will cover all the challenges you will face as a construction manager,
whether you are working as an owner’s representative, for a contractor, for an
architect, or for an owner. This book is written in an easy-to-read, conversational style,
and will benefit anyone, from a new construction manager to a seasoned professional.
Ofcom = Office of Communications.
Includes chapters on various concepts and processes associated with leading across
cultures and other boundaries.
Advanced Negotiation Techniques provides a wealth of material in a winning
combination of practical experience and good research to give you a series of tools,
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techniques, and real-life examples to help you achieve your negotiation objectives. For
25 years and across 40 countries, the Resource Development Centre (RDC), run by
negotiation experts Alan McCarthy and Steve Hay, has helped thousands of people to
conduct successful negotiations of every type. Many RDC clients have been business
professionals who have learned how to sell more successfully. Others have improved
their buying skills. A few clients have applied the RDC techniques outside the business
environment altogether—for instance, in such areas as international diplomatic services,
including hostage and kidnap situations. As you’ll discover, the RDC philosophy is
centered on business ethics and a principled approach to negotiation that maximizes
the value of the outcomes for both parties. It can even create additional value that
neither party could find in isolation. In this book, you will learn: The ten golden rules for
successful negotiations How to handle conflicts with your negotiating partners What
hostage and kidnapping negotiations can teach managers negotiating in business
settings How to ensure both sides perceive any agreement as a "win" Achieve higherprofit deals in difficult circumstances In the business world, negotiating with other
companies, government officials, and even your colleagues is a fact of life. Advanced
Negotiation Techniques takes you through a system for planning and conducting
negotiations that will enable you and your team to achieve your negotiation objectives.
This is an internationally tried and tested process, with many current Blue Chip
organizations applying it daily for a simple reason: the techniques are easy to
implement and they work. That makes this book essential reading for those who want to
achieve their goals in any area of life.
Brand risk is often narrowly defined as risk to reputation. Yet risk and uncertainty are
evident in many aspects of brand performance and marketing operations. Considered
and responsible risk-taking is central to effective brand management. Risk literacy is
the marketer’s third necessary competence, alongside strategic insight and financial
understanding. In Brand Risk, a practical and accessible book for those who hold
responsibilities in marketing or risk management, David Abrahams brings together
relevant risk thinking and a range of techniques for the evaluation of brand exposures
and opportunities - whether in response to the ambitions of a key business project, new
market conditions or shareholder concern. A balanced review of the subject is enriched
by reference to topics of current interest and is supported by illustrative examples
throughout. Presenting the essentials of brand management and risk management sideby-side, Brand Risk offers graduated and complementary approaches to brand risk
assessment, from the intuitive to the data-driven.
The ninth volume in the Research in Management Consulting (RMC) series—much like
the volumes that preceded it—underscores that management consulting is a
multifaceted field with a truly eclectic nature. Management consultants range from sole
practitioners and those working in small boutique firms to members of global
consultancies that literally span the world. Their interventions can consist of relatively
simple, commonly available services focused on mid- to lower level organizational
members, to those that are far more esoteric in nature, providing vital assistance and
direction to key players at the upper echelons of the corporate hierarchy. As
consultants we can have individuals, groups and work units, or organizations as our
“client,” and engagements can be dominated by junior-level specialists or guided by
senior-level gurus and advisors. The volume contains 11 chapters that continue the
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RMC series’ commitment to enhancing our understanding of and insight into
management consulting and the consulting process from a cross-cultural, global
perspective. The book is divided into three sections that explore emerging issues and
challenges in the management consulting industry, trends and techniques in
management consulting interventions, and reflections on consulting and the consulting
process. This volume, which captures the dual nature—possibilities and challenges —
associated with management consulting, adds to the Janus-faced portrayal of the field.
Drawing on the interplay between practice and scholarship, the volume adds to the
series goal of gaining a fuller understanding of management consulting theory in
practice and practice in context in a quest for actionable knowledge about consultants,
consultancies and the consulting process.
This book builds on the authors' previous title Understanding and Managing Risk
Attitude but this time looks exclusively at the challenges of understanding and
managing those attitudes adopted by groups of people when faced with making
decisions that they perceive as risky and important. The book makes the link between
risk management and decision-making explicit, building on existing work from the
economic and risk psychology schools but taking a pragmatic, practitioner-focused
approach that is relevant to all decision-making groups in any situation. The insights in
Managing Group Risk Attitude are derived from the authors' own applied research.
Details of the research methods and findings are included in the book in support of a
practical model and steps to manage risk attitude using applied emotional literacy. Ruth
Murray-Webster and David Hillson have written a practical book for all decision-makers,
supported by actual research by practitioners and underpinned by the seminal research
of leading academics.
"Compiled from Official gazette. Beginning with 1876, the volumes have included also
decisions of United States courts, decisions of Secretary of Interior, opinions of
Attorney-General, and important decisions of state courts in relation to patents, trademarks, etc. 1869-94, not in Congressional set." Checklist of U. S. public documents,
1789-1909, p. 530.
Due Diligence Handbook provides business directors with a practical and authoritative
guidance to minimising financial and legal risks, as well as risks to reputation. The book
brings together practical information on relevant legislation, regulations, codes and best
practice guidance in one volume. The book provides clear guidance and case studies to
help understand the complexity of due diligence issues, and to demonstrate the
detailed work that is necessary to ensure that the benefits of an acquisition can be
realised and that there are no unexpected problems.
With its inception at the end of the nineteenth century as a means of consolidation and
reorganization, mergers and acquisitions (M&A) have since become quasiinstitutionalized as one of the primary strategic options for organizations, as they seek
to secure their position in an ever more competitive and globalizing market place.
Despite the optimism surrounding M&A as strategic moves, research on post-merger
company performance suggests that most firms engaging in M&A activity do not
achieve the sought-after performance targets, either immediately or in the years
following the deal. What is it that drives M&A activity when research results do not
support the performance expectations of these undertakings? Alternatively, have M&A
scholars got it all wrong in the way that M&A performance is measured? Is the topic too
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complex, enduring, and multifaceted to study? The Handbook argues that the field of
M&A is in need of a re-rooting: past research needs to be critically reviewed, and
fundamental assumptions revisited. A key issue preventing efforts in the practice and
study of M&A from achieving dynamic syntheses has been the disciplinary gulf
separating strategy, finance, and human relations schools. The Handbook aims to
bridge the hitherto separate disciplines engaged in the study and practice of M&A to
provide more meaningful results. Toward this end, the Handbook brings together a set
of prominent and emerging scholars and practitioners engaged in the study of M&A to
provide thought-provoking, state of the art overviews of M&A through four specific
'lenses' - strategic, financial, socio-cultural, and sectorial approaches. By summarizing
key findings in current research and exploring ways in which the differing approaches
could and should be 'synthesized', it aims to highlight the key issues facing M&A
practitioners and academics at the dawn of the third millennium.
Due DiligenceThe Critical Stage in Mergers and AcquisitionsTaylor & Francis

Leverage today's most complete and practical framework for driving superior
business value from mergers and acquisitions -- both domestic and international.
A Comprehensive Guide to Mergers and Acquisitions Management focuses on
critical success factors across every stage of the process, including planning,
screening, negotiation, due diligence, transition management structures, postmerger integration, leadership and trust, cultural integration, HR practices,
control, monitoring, and more. Authored by Yaakov Weber, an international
expert in M&A management, strategic alliances, and strategic management, this
book's uniquely interdisciplinary approach fully addresses both operational and
cultural requirements, supporting participants in every role. Replete with recent
examples and cases, it pays special attention to crucial strategic and behavioral
linkages between pre- and post-merger stages, explaining why they are so
important and how they can be managed to create maximum value. Throughout,
Weber provides practical tools, tables, and figures that can help M&A
implementers ensure best performance and achieve success where others have
failed. As just one example, he provides proven instruments for analyzing cultural
differences and the potential for synergy, and translating that potential into reality.
For multiple audiences, including board members and top executives who must
evaluate the strategic and financial issues associated with M&A; investment
bankers, VCs, and other investors who must screen and select acquisitions;
managers who must execute business combinations; consultants in strategy, HR,
culture, and other areas; and faculty and students in executive education, MBA,
and BA-level business programs.
In this book, Christian Hürlimann examines valuation methods and their
application in the context of managerial finance within renewable energy
investments. Besides a review of classical finance models, the application of
other contemporary techniques are discussed. Based on a mixed-methods
approach, current practices in performing valuation are empirically analyzed
among German and Swiss investors. The developed concepts provide
practitioners tools to define equity value drivers, consider risk treatments and
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value investments along the two dimensions of value creation and value
protection.?
Natural resources have the transformational potential to support economic and
political stability as well as contribute to national prosperity and economic
development. However, in countries dependent upon natural resource sectors,
poor management of these sectors often contributes to corruption, illicit financial
flows (IFFs) and thus, poverty. Adequate transparency and accountability in
regulatory management of these sectors is a challenge for resource rich
countries. Poor licensing decisions in natural resource management can open a
pandora’s box of corruption risks. This manual provides methods and options
based on good practices to improve transparency, accountability, and integrity in
the regulatory licensing process and integrity due diligence. The manual borrows
models from the Basel Core Principle ‘fit and proper’ concept, and provides
options for conducting effective (a) beneficial ownership; (b) criminal/legal; and
(c) conflicts of interest checks, with a goal of integrating these into the regulatory
licensing process. The manual also identifies common legal framework defects
that can facilitate corruption risks, and offers options based on principles of
regulatory integrity to reduce these risks. The good practices identified can help
countries allocate limited financial resources in conducting thorough background
checks in a cost-effective manner, as well as meet EITI’s requirements for public
disclosure of beneficial owners and politically exposed persons. These strategies
for reducing opportunities for corruption in extractive sectors can help reduce
IFFs that can sap resources from the economy and inhibit a country’s ability to
achieve the Sustainable Development Goals.
The recent financial crisis has thrown many of the mergers and acquisitions of
recent years into sharp focus. Too many have failed to generate real value for
shareholders and many others have only proved lukewarm successes. Although
it is impossible to assess accurately the extent to which these failures may be the
result of poor planning and execution, they have raised considerable questions
about the process, breadth and effectiveness of traditional due diligence
activities. Value in Due Diligence explores new applications for due diligence
including areas such as corporate culture, social responsibility, and innovation. It
also examines the due diligence process itself to draw out those elements that
provide effective risk and opportunity management as opposed to simple
compliance.
The most complete, up-to-date, and practical guide for successfully executing
mergers and acquisitions through all stages. Focuses on crucial areas most M&A
guides neglect, including integration, negotiation, planning, leadership, strategic
choices, trust, knowledge transfer, identity, HR practices, and culture Specifically
addresses both domestic and international business combinations
Interdisciplinary approach covers every stage of the M&A process Provides
practical tools, tables, figures, and frameworks, plus many recent examples,
cases, and mini-cases
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Studienarbeit aus dem Jahr 2011 im Fachbereich BWL - Investition und
Finanzierung, FOM Essen, Hochschule für Oekonomie & Management
gemeinnützige GmbH, Hochschulleitung Essen früher Fachhochschule (-),
Veranstaltung: Investment & Controlling, Sprache: Deutsch, Abstract: The
majority of companies are in need of investment capital to pursue their growth
strategies. Also, a large number of companies only display a low equity ratio and
as a result possess bad credit worthiness. In this regard, Private Equity
represents a good alternative solution providing investment capital. It allows
companies to make investments to solidify or improve their position among the
competitors on the market. In times where banks and credit institutions exercise
restraints, the interest of companies in Private Equity even increases.
Nevertheless, particularly in Germany the growing importance of Private Equity is
accompanied by great controversy. One group argues that often the Private
Equity investors in their function as majority shareholders neglect the sustainable
development of their portfolio companies in favor of their temporary value
increase. On the other hand numerous studies indicate that companies benefit
from Private Equity investments. According to these studies, companies, which
have entered cooperation with Private Equity investors, comparatively, display
stronger revenue growth and productivity and also generate more jobs.1 In this
respect, the quality of the partnership between the portfolio company and the
Private Equity investment association is a decisive success factor and must not
be underestimated. Private Equity deals only generate win-win-situations if both
parties are professionally engaged. Lack of preparation can either lead to a onesided relationship – leaving one party at a disadvantage –, or even to a bad
overall business, in which both sides incur losses. This paper takes the
perspective of each party and points out which specific aspects they have to
consider in order having good chances of benefiting from a Private Equity deal.
This leads to the analysis of several critical stages within the investment process:
investment stages in general, transaction process, due diligence, business
valuation and exit. Prior the meaning, history and significance of Private Equity
are described.
Few business activities can match Mergers & Acquisitions (M&A) in terms of the
potential for reward and for danger. A successful merger or acquisition can allow
a mid-tier company to leap into the top tier, bringing rich rewards to that
company, and its employees and shareholders. The failure of a merger can, on
the other hand, have a devastating impact, resulting a loss of credibility,
destruction of value and in some cases bringing the parties to ruin. Depending on
how you measure it, between 50% and 80% of M&A deals fail to attain their
objectives, before or even after the deal is done. Practical M&A Execution and
Integration is all about maximising your chances of success. Merging, demerging, acquiring or acquired, if your organisation is involved, or likely to be
involved, you will need to manage the process, and following this Handbook will
give you a clear, simple framework to get the job done and help your organisation
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move on and attain the benefits and promise of the deal. The book covers the
following core topics: Fundamentals of M&A; the reasons for M&A, types of M&A
deals and the challenges they present M&A Regulation Successful M&A,
covering M&A power and providing a detailed look at the processes and people
involved Delivering M&A The unique issues of Banking M&A, which differs
significantly from other types of M&A deals. The final section consists of
document templates and suggested tables of contents which are designed to be
used alongside the advice in the book, thus making Practical M&A Execution and
Integration the complete guide to constructing a successful M&A deal.
The first book to offer a comprehensive framework for conducting the venture capital due
diligence process Venture capitalists and other professional investors use due diligence to
uncover all of the critical aspects of a company in which they are considering investing in an
attempt to estimate the ROI of this decision. The state of the market, management expertise
within the firm, legal concerns, location, and environmental issues are just a few of the factors
investors include in their due diligence analyses. This book is the only guide to provide
investors with a rigorous due diligence framework that can be customized to fit the practice of
the firm. The book provides readers with a clear and complete understanding of the due
diligence process and formalizes the process for the VC community. The book is structured
around key criteria presented in the form of questions. Each question is followed by in-depth
explanations and analyses that incorporate the best practices of today's top VCs, including
John Doerr, Don Valentine, Kevin Fong, and Ann Winblad.
Best practice solutions from the world's leading experts in risk management.
Due diligence conducted around technology decisions is complex. Done correctly, it has the
power to enable outstanding positive outcomes; done poorly, it can wreak havoc on
organizations, corporate cultures, and markets. Technology Due Diligence: Best Practices for
Chief Information Officers, Venture Capitalists, and Technology Vendors develops a due
diligence framework for anyone resolving technology decisions intended to help their business
achieve positive results. This essential book contains actual case studies that incorporate the
due diligence methodology to assist chief information officers, venture capitalists, and
technology vendors who wrestle with technology acquisitions challenges on a daily basis.
The Game Production Handbook, Third Edition gives producers, leads, and studio managers
all the information they need in order to successfully develop a game from concept to releaseready gold master. Fully revised and updated to reflect the rapidly evolving game development
landscape, the third edition of this definitive and best-selling text covers pre-production,
production, testing, and code release, as well as more specific topics including voiceovers, mocap shoots, marketing, localizations, managing external contractors, writing documentation,
and project management practices. All-new material in the third edition includes new sections
on mobile gaming and product management, an overview of useful production tools, and new
interviews with industry professionals who offer an insider’s view of successful game
development as well as highly relevant real-world examples that contextualize the resources
provided by the text. A detailed case study of a fictitious game project illustrates the production
cycle, documentation, and other key production concepts. Accessible enough for beginners
and comprehensive enough for experienced developers, The Game Production Handbook,
Third Edition is an invaluable standalone text for students and professionals alike. Prepare
students to successfully enter the exciting world of game development with The Game
Production Handbook, Third Edition. New to the Third Edition: -Offers new interviews with
industry experts who discuss insider knowledge and real world examples of what works and
what doesn’t work in game development. -Contains new sections on product management,
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audio as it relates to the production process, financing options, and the latest relevant
production tools.
The ultimate test of marketing investment, and indeed any investment, is whether it creates
value for shareholders. But few marketing investments are evaluated from this perspective.
Increasingly, boards of directors and city analysts the world over are dissatisfied with this lack
of accountability. Cranfield School of Management has been addressing this problem by
working with a range of blue-chip companies. They have created a new framework which
shows how marketing systematically contributes to shareholder value based on three key
questions- • Does the promised market exist? • Will the strategy deliver the market share
promised? • Will the market share create shareholder value? This groundbreaking new book
explains the principles and practice behind rigorous due diligence in marketing for Marketing
and Finance Directors, CEOs, Strategists and MBA students wanting to understand the key
drivers of modern business Surely, the time has come for marketing directors to take their
rightful place in the boardroom by proving that what they are doing creates shareholder value
added? * Top level Cranfield based author team utilising latest Cranfield in-company research
* Connects marketing plans and investment to the valuation of the firm and how it can
contribute to increasing stakeholder value * Systematic and practical approach so that it can be
used by both practitioners and students
This essential book provides a thorough foundation for anyone studying or working in
international human resource management. Featuring data and examples from international
business, consulting practice, academic research, and interviews with IHRM managers in
multinational and global organizations, it covers almost everything that is currently known in
the field. The approach offers both a theoretical and practical treatment of this important and
evolving area, relying heavily on the authors’ varied and international backgrounds.
Thoroughly updated and revised, this third edition includes learning objectives, key terms,
discussion questions, and end-of-chapter vignettes for application of the ideas in the text. It is
designed to lead readers through all of the key topics in a highly engaging and approachable
way. The language is very ‘reader-friendly’ and it is global in scope and examples. The book
focuses on IHRM within multinational enterprises (MNEs) from throughout the world, featuring
topics including: globalization of business and HRM global strategy and structure global HR
planning and forecasting global talent management global training and management
development global compensation and benefits global employee performance management
new trends in international HRM. Uncovering precisely why IHRM is important for success, this
outstanding textbook provides an essential foundation for an understanding of the theory and
practice of IHRM. It is essential reading for all students, lecturers and IHRM professionals.
The Textbook of Pharmaceutical Medicine is a standardreference for all those working in
pharmaceutical medicine and therecognised text for the UK Faculty of Pharmaceutical
MedicineDiploma. This is a comprehensive volume covering the processes bywhich medicines
are developed, tested and approved. Regulations fordrug development in the UK, EU, USA,
Australia and Japan arediscussed, providing relevant information for drug approval in themain
continents where new drugs are developed. The chapters are written by leading academics,
medical directorsand lawyers, providing authoritative and in-depth information fortrainees on
the Faculty course, and for physicians working in thepharmaceutical industry. As well as
thorough updating of theregulatory chapters, the 6th edition includes chapters onthese vital
new areas: Paediatric regulation Ethics Due diligence and the pharmaceutical physician

Roberta Snow and Paul Phillips present a clear and structured way to manage the
challenges of limited resources, competing demands, and the need for accountability
while remaining true to a nonprofit’s mission. Making Critical Decisions offers nonprofit
leaders a proven model for making hard choices that minimize risks while maintaining
progress toward the organization’s goals as well as a practical framework for
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understanding and implementing the decision-making process. The book includes
qualitative and quantitative tools and offers illustrative case examples throughout that
clearly show how this method can be applied to different types of nonprofit
organizations.
The world economy in which we are living poses challenges that lead to a realization
that 'more of the same' will be difficult to sustain. This provides an illustration that, in
order to create new or modified knowledge practices, strengthen customer relationships
and thus positively influence customer satisfaction, organizations must be flexible in
configuring (combining) knowledge and knowledge structures in a way that is
appropriate for delivering value to the customer. It must simultaneously develop
effective strategies for updating the knowledge of its staff members necessary for
underpinning the creation and delivery of appropriate knowledge services. Thus,
unlearning (forgetting) becomes a critical means for organizational success. The ECKM
community of scholars has already initiated dialogue that links its particular strengths to
innovation issues. This conference aims to further that dialogue by attracting leading
edge work that leverages the ECKM community's in-depth understanding of learning
and unlearning to better understand knowledge management. Our aim is to stimulate
breakthrough research streams linking learning, unlearning and knowledge
management. How can organizations tailor, use, and extend techniques and tools from
knowledge management for improving their business practices and processes?
Building upon existing work on knowledge management (KM) and organizational
learning, the conference will promote interdisciplinary approaches from computer
science and information systems, business, management and organization science as
well as cognitive science. Emphasis will be put on systematic learning from experience,
KM tools and KM success factors. A special interest belongs to knowledge
management initiatives which are lightweight (i.e., do not place considerable additional
burden on users and KM experts), allow an incremental adoption (i.e., do not require
large up-front investment before any return of investment is at least visible), and are
flexible regarding frequent changes in experts and topics. Continuing the success of the
ECKM conference series since 2000, the 2015 conference will provide an international
communication forum bringing together academia and industry for discussing the
progress made and addressing the challenges faced by continuous learning in
knowledge-intensive organizations.
This book offers a comprehensive analysis of private equity divestment processes--socalled exits--for European buyouts. Examining the efficiency of exits, it offers
recommendations and guidelines for an integrated and exit-oriented private equity
portfolio management. In addition, the book provides a detailed assessment of exit
decision drivers. Its findings will contribute to a clearer understanding and better
predictability of exit behavior.
R&D Meets M&A contains edited papers given by a group of senior executives, chief
technology officers, economists, and business analysts at the Chemical Heritage
Foundation on 29 April 2003. Together, these papers make the case that successful
mergers require an expanded role for research divisions and should be driven by
compatible innovation cultures. Looking to the future, only a combination of greater inhouse R&D and increased use of joint ventures will improve the chemical industry's
competitive standing as it copes with emerging new markets and competing sciencePage 9/10
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based businesses.
Compiled by more than 300 of the world's leading professionals, visionaries, writers
and educators, this is THE first-stop reference resource and knowledge base for
finance. QFINANCE covers an extensive range of finance topics with unique insight,
authoritative information, practical guidance and thought-provoking widsom.
Unmatched for in-depth content, QFINANCE contains more than 2 million words of text,
data analysis, critical summaries and bonus online content. Created by Bloomsbury
Publishing in association with the Qatar Financial Centre (QFC) Authority, QFINANCE
is the expert reference resource for finance professionals, academics, students,
journalists and writers. QFINANCE: The Ultimate Resource Special Features: Best
Practice and Viewpoint Essays – Finance leaders, experts and educators address how
to resolve the most crucial issues and challenges facing business today. Finance
Checklists – Step-by-step guides offer problem-solving solutions including hedging
interest-rate risk, governance practices, project appraisal, estimating enterprise value
and managing credit ratings. Calculations and Ratios – Essential mathematical tools
include how to calculate return on investment, return on shareholders’ equity, working
capital productivity, EVA, risk-adjusted rate of return, CAPM, etc. Finance Thinkers and
Leaders – Illuminating biographies of 50 of the leading figures in modern finance
including Joseph De La Vega, Louis Bachelier, Franco Modigliani, Paul Samuelson,
and Myron Scholes Finance Library digests –Summaries of more than 130 key works
ranging from “Against the Gods” to “Portfolio Theory & Capital Markets” and “The
Great Crash”. Country and Sector Profiles – In-depth analysis of 102 countries and 26
sectors providing essential primary research resource for direct or indirect investment.
Finance Information Sources – A select list of the best resources for further information
on finance and accounting worldwide, both in print and online, including books, journal
articles, magazines, internet, and organizations Finance Dictionary – A comprehensive
jargon-free, easy-to-use dictionary of more than 9,000 finance and banking terms used
globally. Quotations – More than 2,000 business relevant quotations. Free access to
QFinance Online Resources (www.qfinance.com): Get daily content updates, podcasts,
online events and use our fully searchable database.
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